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Project 
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Premiere, 31st may 2008, at the Festival Tra Futuro e Passato, with Trio Debussy

The pale laundress, the smell of old fairy tales, the gallows and the moon hanging
bloody... Controluce faces a fundamental work of twentieth-century music: Pierrot Lunaire
by Arnold Schoenberg. Written for the actress and cabaret Zehme Albertina in 1912, the
Pierrot Lunaire is a turning point in the history of music of the last century. The “atonal
absolute freedom”, as well as the invention of Sprechgesang (that enigmatic point
between singing and recitation originated from the cabaret of the time) are the main
characteristics marking the composition and making it a dreamlike journey among canons,
fugues and passacaglia. 



The amazed symbolism of Albert Giraud's poems, through the music of Schoenberg and 
the German translation of the texts, opens to a sick and morbid expressionism in which the
figure of Bergamo’s mask stands grotesque and terrible. Controluce follows ideally the 
threefold division imagined by Schoenberg, in a tour around themes as love, sex and 
religion in the first group, violence, crime and blasphemy in the second, or the ideas of 
returning to the past and nostalgia in the third group. 

The relationship between shadows and music was marked by the idea of evoking and 
suggesting an imaginary world that, without imposing a particular thread, let the eyes 
following the escape routes proposed by the music. Thus, the technique of shadow passes
from experimentation to ancient techniques as those used in the Chat Noir cabaret in 
Paris: cardboard silhouettes shadows and human shadows mixed among pale reflections 
of moon and blood. 

 


